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ABSTRACT 

French codes for nuclear coaponents are presented, emphasizing the condi
tions of practical use. They are strongly linked to French regulations and 
the first part of the paper is devoted to presentation of these regulations 
and to the ways they are applied by authorities. The most important part 
Is the decree of February 26, 1974 which defines the frame for codes and 
standards. 

Two codes are presented. The first one is dealing with components for 
water cooled nuclear boilers (RCC-M) and Che second with components of Fast 
Breeder Reactors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In France, there are two different codes for construction of nuclear power 
plant components. The first one is called RCC-M (Design and Construction 
Rules for Mechanical Components of PWR Nuclear Islands), it is a code of 
rules for water reactor components (1]. The second one Is called RCC-MR 
(Design and Construction Rules for Components of Fast Breeder Reactors), It 
is a code for sodium cooled reactor coaponents [2]. The two codes are 
published ly AFCEN (Association Française pour les règles de conception et 
de construction des matériels des chaudières électro-nucléaires). They are 
available In French and in English from AFNOR, the French National Stan
dards Institut (Association Française de Normalisation, Tour Europe - Cedex 
7 - 92080 Paris La Défense, France). 

Coaprehenslve presentation of the rules Included in these codes (more than 
twenty large volumes) is out of the scope of this paper. As several publi
cations [3] ,(4] ,[5],[6],[7],[8],[91 have been made in the past, it Is more 



convenient to give attention to the practice of application and to restrict 
rules description to few points. 

Current practice of using these cedes is strongly dependent of regulations 
and of the action of enforcement authorities. Seen a situation can be 
considered as obvious from the point of view of nuclear safety. Therefore, 
the first part of this paper will be devoted to regulations with a special 
attention to the decree of 26 February 1974 and to the practice of public 
authorities in this field with special attention given to the Bureau de 
ContrSle de la Construction Nucléaire (BCCN » Bureau of Inspection of 
Nuclear Design and Manufacturing). 

The second part of this paper will deal with the French construction codes 
for nuclear components RCC-M (water reactors) and RCC-MR (elevated tempera
ture design). 

FRENCH REGULATIONS CONCERNING NUCLEAR PRESSURE VESSELS 

Short History 

If preliminary rules can be found in the imperial order of October 15 
1810, the first regulations* for steam boilers are the royal order of 
October 29 e 1823. From this time, hydrostatic testing and official 
stamping have been mandatory. Construction Codes written on a voluntary 
basis appeared more recently. It is to say that the enforcement by public 
authorities was very important In this field. It can be expected that some 
important changes will occur in the future (1992) as a consequence of the 
eztention of the European common market. 

Restraining the attention to nuclear pressure vessels it must be pointed 
out regulations and enforcement by public authorities are more stringent 
than they are for conventional pressure vessels There are two different 
bases to this regulation. One is related to boiler and pressure vessel 
regulations [10], the other to nuclear safety regulations (11] • The essen
tial part of regulations on nuclear pressure vessels is the decree of 26 
February 1974 [12]. 

The main primary circuit of water type nuclear plants is governed by this 
decree. The term main primary circuit denotes the installations consisting 
of the overall pressurized enclosures (vessels and piping) containing the 
fluid directly heated by the energy liberated by the fuel, and which cannot 
be Isolated with absolute certainty from the vessel containing the fuel. 
Hence the entire envelope of the pressurized primary circuit is governed by 
the regulations, except for the parts which can be Isolated. Practically, 
these requirements are applicable to other parts like the secondary circuit 
or to other types of reactors. 

Pressure vessel regulations, set forth by the public authorities, are of a 
highly liberal nature. While establishing a consistent group of safety 
measures, the authorities have no intention of substituting for the cons
tructor or user, who assumes full responsabllity for the safety of the 

* There was also an order of April 2" u 1983 related to boilers for steam 
boats. 



vessel . Consequently, the French regulations do not constitute a cons
truction code, and only establish criteria without Imposing methods or 
rules. Owing to the very nature of the subject, the provisions of the 
decree of 25 February 1976, while adhering to the l iberal tradition, are 
more precise than those of traditional regulations. The technical provi
sions of the decree were drafted by a working group* consisting of specia
l i s t s In design, construction and operation of nuclear plants, In the 
manufacture and test ing of boilers and pressure v e s s e l s , together with 
nuclear safety experts. This group and i t s subgroups deliberated for over 
three years. The provisions adopted were examined by the permanent group 
of experts charged with investigating the technical aspects of safety in 
nuclear reactors. The final regulations are in the form of a decree 
(setting forth mandatory conditions) accompanied by a circular. The latter 
contains the explanations, commentaries and interpretations necessary for 
the application of the decree's provisions. 

Main Basis [13] [14] [15] 

Though being a set of vessels and pipings, the primary circuit must be 
considered as a whole for using regulations. Only one constructor for i t , 
only one operator may be considered by the enforcement authority. 

The scope of this document can be cut in two parts: 
- Design and Construction (part I I ) . A single legal person ("the cons
tructor") Is responsible for applying the regulations to the overall main 
primary c ircui t . The main requirements are relating to design, materials 
choice, manufacturing, regulation and safety devices, quality control and 
testing. 
- Operation and Maintenance (part I I I ) . Another legal person ("the user") 
Is responsible for applying the regulations. Operating conditions must be 
s tr ic t ly defined and a l l events must be carefully registered. It i s Inte
resting to point out that the decree requires the state of the circuit must 
be assessed a l l the lifetime (Article 38). As a consequence the fatigue 
usage factor sum (of the most c r i t i c a l parts) must be known a l l along the 
plant l i f e . At the time of the publication of the decree, such an obliga
tion was very new and unusual. Comprehensive "in service inspection" must 
be performed before the beginning of operation, after two years of opera
tion, and then every ten years. 

Mandatory Margins against Modes of Failures 

Several decree requirements are of prime importance for Codes writing. 
A typical one Is related to structural analysis of components. It Is 
mandatory to check that damages or fai lures cannot occur when the component 
Is submitted to increased leadings obtained by multiplying the specified 
loads by given coe f f i c i ents . In the design specification (the writing of It 
i s mandatory) the manufacturer must define the plant situations taken into 
account for analysis . For each situation, the loading must be given (often 
as s function of time). The situations are classed In four categories. 
Definition of these categories are given on Table 1. 

* This Working Group was chaired by General Inspector Y. 30NNARD and the 
author of this paper was In charge of the W.G. secretariat . 
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Table I Categories of Situations 

,sc (n e 8ion) Fictitious situation: loads constant with tine, 
(upper bound of 2" a category). 

Situations occurring during normal operation, 
2 (Operation) Including operation at constant load, transients, 

and standard operating Incidents (upset conditions). 

3r<* (Accidents) Exceptional situations corresponding to rare acci
dental conditions. 

th (s af e t y) Highly laprobable situations governing the safety 
of the vessel. 

Specified loadings Include load controlled parts and deformation controlled 
part*. A loading Is the whole of the mechanical actions, and not only the 
applied forces (pressure, dead weight, effects of supports, localized 
loads). Imposed displacements and strains caused by thermal expansion and 
restraining effects of supports have also to be considered. An increased 
loading is obtained by multiplying each of its parts (pressure, dead 
weights, mechanical loads, laposed displacements, thermal strains) by a 
given coefficient. The coefficients to be used for checking there is suffi
cient margin against failure, are depending of the considered damage and of 
the loading situation, they are given in Table 2. Regulations do not give 
any practical method to perform these analyses. They give only the aim 
(margin values) for code rules. 

Table 2 Safety Factors against Damages or Failure 

Damage 
Sltuati Lon Category 

Damage 
l" 2nd 3rd 4th 

Excessive distortion 
Plastic or/and elastoplastlc instability 
Progressive distortion (ratchet) 
Fatigue cracking 

1.5 
2.5 

1 
1 

1.2 
2 1.1 

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE 

Manufacturing and Erection (Nuclear Vessels) 

Because the attention given to nuclear safety, the practice for nuclear 
vessels (the main primary circuit) is complex. Detailed indications on it 
can be found in references [6] and [7]. 



First, the constructor must Inform the authority (Ministery of Industry) 
before Che beginning of components manufacturing. From this point, the 
Bureau de Contrôle de la Construction Nucléaire is in charge of the offi
cial inspection of design, manufacturing and erection of the primary 
circuit, and of checking the good application of the regulations by the 
constructor. 

In the frame of this procedure, the constructor must prepare and present to 
the BCCN the following documents: 

- "Design" file (descrlpcion of che components, design specification, 
stress report...), 

- "Materials" file (material specification, reasons of material choice, 
experience on material using), 

- "Manufacturing" file (manufacturing schedule, specification of manufac
turing process - forming, forging, welding, procedures of workers quali
fication), 

- "Monitoring, regulation and safety devices" file (system description, 
safety components specifications, e t c . ) , 

- "Quality Control" file (Non Destructive Examination specifications, 
Acceptance Criteria, and documents related co Quality Assurance). 

Very comprehensive drafts of these files must be made available co BCCN 
before che manufacturing beginning. These documents are submitted to a 
very careful and detailed examination by the official authority (BCCN). 
The constructor must answer to the observations and comments, and amend the 
files when asked. It must be ssid that this process is very time consu
ming, but the experience has shown this method is very efficient for 
obtaining sound components. 

In addition the BCCN is in charge of Inspecting work-shops activities, 
erection and testing. When it is not possible to get an agreement between 
constructor and BCCN, the question Is sent ot the Mini s te ry level (to the 
SCSIN, office of Inspection of nuclear safety) and submitted to the advice 
of the Section Permanente Nucléaire (SPN: advisory committee for nuclear 
construction). Finally, when the results of the final tests are known and 
the initial In Service Inspection has been performed, the BCCN report to 
the Minlstery of Industry. This one, after having obtained the opinion of 
the SPN, gives the agreement to the operation of Che vessel (che main pri
mary circuit). It must be noted that if this agreement, limited to 
pressure vessels, is needed for operation, it is not sufficient and other 
agreements concerning the safety of the plant are necessary before the 
plant may be put in operation. 

Opération and Inspection (Nuclear Plants) 

When che plant is put In active service, che user (In France it is the 
national utility EDF) becomes che responsible for the application of the 
regulations. On the other side, it is che regional administrative office 
D.R.I.R. (in the region where che plant Is located) which is in charge of 
checking the good application of regulations. 

Most of the activity is devoted to evaluation of the state of the compo
nents, to the examination of Incidents and to the prescribed inspections. 
As during construction time, all non solved questions are sent co the 
Mlnistery and the opinion of SPN is asked before official decision was 
Issued. 



FRENCH CODE FOR NUCLEAR WATER REACTOR COMPONENTS (RCC-M) 

O v e r v i e w 

As It has been said, French regulation» do noc constitute a construction 
code and only establish criteria without giving operational methods. The 
object of a code Is to give operational rule*. Obviously, these rules oust 
be in agreement vlth regulations. They are not mandatory but their use 
makes easier the relations with enforcement authorities. The practice has 
shown that the observations made by them are of great value for amending 
codes rules. 

For components of water reactors, operating below the creep region, the 
French Code [1] Is the RCC-H. As mentioned before, more detailed presenta
tions of this code can be found in [6] and [9]. 

The RCC-M (Design and Construction Rules for Mechanical Components of PWR 
Nuclear Islands) represents one division of .he French RCC Codification 
which also :overs system design, electrical equipment, civil works, fuel 
assemblies and fire protection. The RCC-M Code deals with PWR mechanical 
components and the RCC-MR with fast breeder components. 

French effort on Codification started in 1978. At that date 30 PWR plants 
were In operatioc or under construction and the French Practice was well 
established. 

The French administration has been consulted for advice on the compatibili
ty of the code with regulation requirements. The use of the rules thus 
established is approved by the fundamental safety rule (RFS) V.2.C. dated 
April 1981. In addition, the administration closely follows the code evo
lution. 

The first AFCEN Edition of the RCC-M has been published in January 1981. 
Three addenda have been issued In July 1981, January 1982 and December 
1983. Four addenda to this edition have been published in July 1983, 
January 1984, July 1984 and January 1985. The third (198S) Edition of the 
RCC-M is now available. It should particularly be noticed that, due to its 
modification request procedure, the RCC-M closely follows the progress of 
the technical practice of the manufacturers: since the 1981 edition, 1380 
modification requests were received by AFCEN, leading to SIS modification 
sheets (date: April 1986). 

Scope and General Organization 

The RCC-M code covers the following mechanical components cf PWR nuclear 
islands: 
- pressure components (vessels, heat exchangers, pumps, piping, valves): 

pressure boundary parts are dealt with together with other specific parts 
referred to expllcltely In the code, 

- storage and low-pressure '.antes (volume J to be published), 
- supports of pressure components and tanks, 
- reactor internals. 

The other components, such as handling, venti lat ion system components . . . 
are not covered by the code. The RCC-M covers the following matters: 
- design: mechanical resistance of pressure boundary (functional require-



merits and performance tests for pumps and valves for Instance are out of 
RCC-M scope); 

- materials: materials selection, procurement technical requirements; 
- manufacturing: process qualifications; 
- examination: stage, method and extend, acceptance criteria; 
- hydrostatic tests for pressure components and tanks. 
In its present state, the RCC-M code does not cover rules for in-service 
inspection. 

The RCC-N Is applicable to safety related components anJ to components 
whose design pressure exceeds 20 bar or whose design temperature exceeds 
U0*C. The other components are subjected to conventional co.'es. The 
general organization of the RCC-M is given in Table 3. The code defines 
three classes for the pressure components and for each class, gives a 
complete set of design and manufacturing rules. In addition classes 2 and 3 
small pressure components are covered by specific provisions. 

The assignment of these levels to different components depends on their 
role with respect to plant safety and to their operating conditions, accor
ding to Table 2. Safety classification is made according to the RCC-P 
(design and construction rules for system design of nuclear power plants). 

TABLE 3 General Organization of the RCC-M Code 

SECTION 1: NUCLEAR IST.AND COMPONENTS 

Subsection A: general requirements 
Subsection B: class 1 components 
Subsection C: class 2 components pressure components 
Subsection 0: class 3 components 
Subsection E: small components 
Subsection G: reactor internals 
Subsection H: supports 
Subsection J: low pressure and atmospheric storage tanks 

(to be published) 
Subsection Z: technical appendices 

SECTION 2: MATERIALS 

SECTION 3: EXAMINATION METHODS 

SECTION »•• WELDING 

SECTION 5: FABRICATION 

A Few Examples of RCC-M Rules 

Design and fabrication of components for water reactor are to-day well-
known. Hence most of the RCC-M rules are more or less similar to those of 
other codes like ASME section III. Nevertheless the very stringent requi
rements of French nuclear safety authorities and of the nuclear plants 
owner give rise to numerous original requirements. It is not possible to 
present all these rules In this paper, and only few examples are given 
below. 



Fatigue analysis. As far as fatigue analyses are concerned, the following 
remarks should also be made: 
- There are no exemption from fatigue requirements in the RCC-M: detailed 

analysis is always mandatory for Class 1 components. 
- Specific rules have been included for combination of load sets associated 
with the various normal and upset conditions. On account of the conven
tional nature of these rules, several methods have been Included In the 
code and more specifically in Appendix ZH. These provisions cover the 
combination of randomly generated loads such as earthquake with other 
specified loads. 

- Crack-like discontinuities (partial penetration welds or thermal sleeves) 
require a special approacn which establishes a relation between stress 
ranges In the area of Che discontinuity and the number of cycles. This 
method Is codified la Appendix ZD. Its application requires the use of 
fatigue curves which are specially adapted to this approach. The 
approach Itself is covered in ref. [18],[19]. It is interesting that a 
similar rule for analysis of crack like discontinuities is also Included 
in RCC-MR which is dealing with fast breeder components. 

Protection against fast fracture is required for all loading conditions. 
Regulatory requirements cover brittle fracture as well as ductile tearing. 
Under conditions for which compliance with level A and C criteria is 
required (normal, upset and emergency conditions), it must be proved that 
there is no risk of component wall damage due to unstable crack propaga
tion. Under conditions for which compliance with level D criteria is 
required (faulted conditions), it must be proved that there Is no risk of 
bursting or perforation of component walls. 

Acceptable methods of analysis are Included In Appendix ZG. In its present 
state, the appendix covers only rules applicable to ferrlclc steels Rules 
applicable to austenltic steels are under preparation. 
Two approaches can be used [20]. 
- the first considers the existence of a conventional defect (1/4 of shell 

thickness) similar so that used in Appendix G of the ASME code; 
- the second is more realistic and considers more realistic defects, 

fatigue crack propagation and criteria Intended to ensure that the safety 
coefficients with regard to instability are also met with regard to fast 
fracture risks. 

Welding (Section IV). Section IV of the RCC-M deals with welding process. 
The scope is wider than that of the ASME Code section IX, which deals only 
with welding qualifications (procedures, welders and operators), section IV 
of the RCC-M includes provisions regarding: 
- welding data package containing all the welding procedures to be applied 

to the manufacture of a given component (overall drawing, test coupon 
schedule, catalogue of all the Joints, welding procedure Including heat 
treatments and qualification test coupons for each joint, etc.); 

- filler metal qualification and acceptance criteria to be performed both 
by the suppliers of the filler material and the manufacturers, before 
using trade designation of a filler material and the different lots in 
fabrication; 

- technical qualification of production workshop to evaluate capacity and 
technical resources for performing welding operations; 

- technical rules for production weld? and weld examination. 



FRENCH CODE FOR FAST BREEDER COMPONENTS (RCC-KR) 

Overview 

France Is the only European country to have published a coapiete Code 
concerning the components of fast breeder reactors: RCC-MR (Règles de 
Construction et de Conception d<i Matériels mécaniques des Réacteurs 
rapides - Design and Construction Rules for mechanical equipment in fast 
breeder reactors). This code, which first appeared on sale to the public 
In July 1985, is available fro» AFNOR In French and English. It comprises 
12 volumes dealing with materials, manufacturing processes, welding, non
destructive testing and design rules. 

The history of these rules is already Intricate. During the design and 
construction of SUPERPHENIX, It became apparent thet the commercial deve
lopment of Fast Breeder Reactors would require « suitable design and cons
truction code. The needed work began inside the CEA (French Atomic Energy 
Commission). A ad hoc Working Group (the so-called RAMSES group) was in 
charge to write special recommendations (the so-called RAMSES recommenda
tions) [21]. 

It became soon clear that such rules could not be wrltteu in the frame of 
one organization. Under the aegis of three organizations CEA, EDF, and 
NOVATOME, the Tripartite Committee was created In March 1978. The experts 
of this Committee are coming from safety authorities, research centers, 
manufacturing companies and utilities. The situation of this enterprise was 
quite different of the one related to the writing of the rules for PWR 
components. For Che PWR which was initially built under Westlnghouse 
licence, an extensive use of the rules based on experience of these origi
nal designs could be made. In fact, the "RCC-M" (issued in 1980) although 
a specifically European - and French - achievements for materials of NDE 
requirements, was largely Inspired from the ASMS III code for design 
rules. For the LMFBR, no sucn model based on experience was available, and 
most of the parts of the design code had to be built. Considerable work 
was required to assemble, clarify and examine the experience gained during 
the design, construction and operation of RAPSODIE, PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX, 
as well as knowledge available In the literature, and that acquired by the 
major R n'D programs which accompanied the construction of these reactors. 
Fortunately this task could be accomplished, thanks to a systematic use of 
gained results. 

The cask In charge of the Tripartite Committee was near completion (as 
least the first writing of rules) wher. AFCEN was fouaded. As publication 
of RCC-M was In charge of AFCEN, It was decided that the publication of Che 
rules for FBR components will be alao published by this organization. 

It must be pointed out that this code of construction is not a regulation. 
It is not Imposed by the French Government. It has been drawn up by spe
cialists on a voluntary basis. Its purpose is to provide FBR constructors 
and their customers with a clear and reliable definition of good practice. 
This code is open-ended and has undergone changes since Che first Issue. 
In particular, AFCEN set up a procedure enabling users to suggest improve
ments. To this day, more Chan 120 requests for nodlflcatlon have been 
examined, which demonstrates its capacity for adaptation to changes In FBR 
component technology, as well as its open-ended character. 

To summarize the RCC-M hiscory, chree stages r.an be considered: incernal 
recommendations from CEA, common rules for th:ee organizations and publics-



don by AFCEN. It is not sure the third stage will be the last one. Wl-h 
the agreement for collaboration established in principle between the five 
European countries with a major stalee in fast breeder reactor development, 
the ultimate outcome oust be a common Design Code. This must obviously be 
acceptable, with a minimum of alteration, to the manufacturers, the utili
ties and the regulatory authorities in all five countries. Drawing up such 
a Design Code represents a major challenge in the field of International 
collaboration. The shared research programme, which is now being set up, 
will provide the scientific basis for further development. It seems likely 
that the existing RCC-MR Code will be taken on the starting point for the 
development of European Design Rules. This Code is an open-ended document, 
thanks to the modification procedure instituted by AFCEN, and one way 
forward would be to invite proposals for further modifications from the 
European partners [23]. 

A Few Examples of RCC-MR Rules 

As said before, the most part of RCC-MR is original and many rules are 
different from the ones included in other codes (see references [S] 
and [7]). Only a few points are mentioned below. 

How co neglect creep. The current practice is to consider that creep is 
negligible when the component Is operating at temperature lower than given 
values. Most of FBR components are normally operating below the creep 
region, but can exceed the usual limits during short times (upset and emer
gency conditions). It Is obvious that creep damage c?n be neglected if 
duration of such situations is short enough. 

RCC-MR include a rule to check if creep can be neglected. For each mate
rial, a curve gives the allowable time t(T) as a function of the tempera
ture T. If the component Is submitted at a temperature T for a duration 
smaller than t(T), the creep effect can be considered as negligible. In 
order to take into account several occurrences, a linear cumulative rule Is 
used (for a situation 1 holding t̂  hours at a temperature Tj, It is corres
ponding a factor tj/tCTj), the sum £ t,/t(Tt) for all the considered situa
tion must be less than one for be allowed to neglect creep). 

The curves were determined in a way that all creep damages are very small. 
They are rather over conservative. The experience of application of this 
rule has shown it is a very useful one. 

Creep fatigue analysis. There is no rule for straight use of an elastical-
ly computed strain range. The RCC-MR does not Include special design 
fatigue curves for elastic analysis. Only design curves giving the allow
able number of cycles versus the real strain range are given. Using 
results of elastic calculations is allowed thanks to a procedure giving an 
upper bound of the actual «train range and an upper bound of the hold 
stress history (the first one for getting the fatigue usage factor, the 
second for the creep usage factor). Like the previous rule, this one is 
over conservative and work is In progress to Improve these two rules. 

Ratchettlng. The RCC-MR rule has been presented in reference [22]. When 
there are secondary stress variation (the range of it being X)) it appears 
that Che effects of primary stress can be magnified (strain, distortion, 
creep damage, critical ouckling load, etc). Therefore a larger value P e£ f 

of the primary stress is used Instead as the real one P. That value is 
called effective primary stress. The efficiency diagram gives the ratio 
?7peff versus the ratio tQ/î. It was drawn in using all the available 



experimental results. Obviously It Is a conservative diagram giving an 
upper bound of the effective primary stress. 

Practically the major difficulty for using such a rule, is to perfora a 
good stress classification. Due to elastic follow up, It Is not possible 
to admit that deformation controlled stresses are always secondary. If 
there Is not formal rule for stress classification In RCC-MR, it is never
theless used original methods of classification for practical use. 

Materials. RCC-MR Include extended specifications of materials. As -
rule, these specifications are more stringent that the ones used below the 
creep range. It is thought that sound behavior of materials operating in 
the creep region for a long tine can only be obtained by a carefull selec
tion and precise specifications. Hence most of the specified materials are 
rather specific for FBR components (perhaps they are more expensive than 
conventional engineering materials, but there is a better knowledge of 
their behavior). 

In addition, material characteristics are fully given la the appendix A3, 
including cyclic curves and special indications needed for using RCC-MR 
simplified methods. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In France, the present technical advance and administrative practice of 
Nuclear Vessels Codes and Regulations are the result of the important 
nuclear program. At the beginning of 1987, seventy percent of electrical 
power was coaing froa Nuclear Plants and more than forty-five units were in 
operation (including two Fast Breeder Units). If at the beginning conven
tional regulations were used, drastic changes in the practice were accoa-
plished during flfhteen years. The present situation is characterized by 
use of code written on a voluntary basis and by a carefull Inspection froa 
the authorities in charge of Nuclear Safety regulations. 
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